
Social and Emotional 

Intelligence 
& Product Management



About Me

(We are hiring)

Live and work in Chicago (Go Cubs!)

Married 14 years to a wonderful woman

Parent of two smart and empowered daughters

Get my guy time with my old Dog

I am not coach, but I am married to one

Previously worked at



What is Social and Emotional Intelligence?



Emotional and Social Intelligence (ESI) refers to the 

competencies linked to self-awareness, self-management, 

social awareness and relationship management, which enable 

people to understand and manage their own and others' 

emotions in social interactions.

Here what you will see if you google it:

- Telos Leadership Institute 



Why is it important to get “smarter” at SEI?



The most effective leaders are all alike in one crucial way: they 

all have a high degree of what has come to be known as 

emotional intelligence….My research, along with other recent 

studies, clearly shows that emotional intelligence is the sine 

qua non of leadership. Without it, a person can have the best 

training in the world, an incisive, analytical mind, and an 

endless supply of smart ideas, but he (she) still won’t make a 

great leader. 

- Daniel Goleman “What Makes a Leader” 1998

This is one of Harvard Business Reviews most popular articles



Warning….I am about to ruin most TV shows for you



Persecutor

Victim Rescuer

The Drama Triangle
- Stephen Karpman



How does the drama triangle improve your SEI?

It doesn’t! 

It’s what is blocking you from 

having more Social and Emotional Intelligence. 



Persecutor

Victim Rescuer

The Drama Triangle
- Stephen Karpman

Shame



I need three volunteers



COO

Sales PersonProduct Manager

The Drama Triangle
- Stephen Karpman

“The bugs in the software make it hard to sell :(”



Get into groups of three 

and come up with your own scenarios



As you can see the drama triangle is all around you.

(I told you I was going to ruin tv shows)



So how do you get out of the triangle & improve your SEI?

Recognizing your emotions



What do you feel when you Persecute/Blame someone?



What do you feel when you are the victim?



What do you feel when you rescue someone?



Challenger

Creator Coach

TED

The Empowerment

Dynamic 
-- David Emerald

Intention/Vision



Catch yourself in the drama triangle

Figure out what you are feeling

Orient towards empowerment

In Summary:



Want to learn more? 

Want to know where I learned this stuff?

Ask me about the Wright Foundation



Thanks!


